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Saw this picture on ZeroHedge Twitter feed. Sums it up.

US Futures-World Markets: It has been six months since the March 23 rd lows. What a stunning recovery!
Keep that in mind when the talking heads try to startle you after this September swoon. S&P futures are little
changed as investors anticipate weekly jobless claims data at 8:30am. Initial jobless claims estimate is
840,000. Continuing claims forecast is 12.3 million. Penn Gaming slapped a 14 million secondary on the tape.
Smart move with the stock at $70. With all the Nikola Corp./Trevor Milton news and him stepping down “in
the best interests of the company”, has anyone seen Adam Neumann of WeWork? Up and vanished like a fart
in the wind https://bit.ly/2HehmZd . Neumann crushed it, although you could argue he should be in jail for
stealing Softbank and Masa Son’s money (BI article on his rise and fall https://bit.ly/3iXDtkS . S&P Futures vs.
Fair Value: -3.60, 10-Yr Yield: 0.672%.
CORE Headlines:
 A group of Apple's critics - including Spotify Technology, Match Group and "Fortnite" creator Epic
Games - have joined a nonprofit group that plans to advocate for legal and regulatory action to
challenge the iPhone maker's App Store practices.-Reuters
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AstraZeneca is still waiting for the U.S. drug regulator to approve the restart of the clinical trial of its
potential COVID-19 vaccine in the United States almost three weeks after it was paused due to safety
concerns.-Reuters
ChargePoint, one of the world's oldest and largest electric vehicle charging networks, said it will go
public by merging with Switchback Energy Acquisition in a deal that values the company at $2.4
billion.-Reuters
The SEC is raising the bar for shareholder resolutions, a move critics say would chill corporate
democracy by changing the rules for submitting resolutions for a vote at company shareholder
meetings, where gadfly investors often annoy executives.-WSJ
Today a school district just outside San Antonio, TX, will begin weekly testing of all its 4,000-plus
students using a $2.5M nonprofit lab partly funded by RXT chief Graham Weston, the largest effort for
schoolchildren in America to go operational—and one that if successful could be duplicated.-WSJ
Federal prosecutors dropped criminal charges against University of Virginia professor Hu Haizhou,
who had been arrested on allegations of stealing trade secrets, after the university acknowledged he
was authorized to access the material.-WSJ
Harvard Business School said it would boost future enrollment of Black students, hire a chief diversity
officer, and give race and diversity issues a more prominent place in its case-study method of
teaching.-WSJ
DNKN: The coffee chain and hospitality stands at sports stadiums are testing a new checkout-free
payment system from MA as retailers try to meet consumer demand for speed and reduced human
contact.-WSJ
NKLA: The company faces a host of problems, including stalled talks with potential partners and the
resignation of founder and executive chairman Trevor Milton, which RBC Capital Markets analyst
Joseph Spak said was a “hard but necessary step,” adding "We believe Nikola's stock will be in 'penalty
box' for a while as they look to rebuild credibility with Street."-IBD
MCD: The fast-food chain is quietly gearing up to test a food loyalty program to boost pandemic sales,
and has held talks with MS about how to proceed—the bank predicted that the new loyalty program
will help drive more people to order their meals via McDonald’s app.-NYP
For at least two decades, an influx of nonwhite, well-educated and younger voters moving out of
cities or immigrating from abroad to suburbs have pushed former Republican strongholds to become
Democratic-leaning regions, but the trend isn’t playing out in Milwaukee.-NYT
NYC banks have been slow to have workers return to offices, seeking to weigh the risk of exposing
them to a potentially deadly illness against worries that working from home long term will erode
office culture.-NYT
Top US health officials, including Dr. Anthony Fauci and the FDA’s Stephen Hahn, are downplaying the
potential of delivering a coronavirus vaccine before the presidential election, despite Trump’s
insistence that one would be available within weeks.-FT
Story reports on the huge Democratic fund-raising machine of which LinkedIn founder Reid Hoffman
is a part—to win this fall, he is personally spending as much as $100M, and has raised hundreds of
millions more to oust Trump by guiding the donations of a class of newly politicized donors who are
now bankrolling the left.-Recode

Interesting Reads/Charts:
 Andrew Dornan: An evidence based return to work plan https://bit.ly/3iZOB0p
 JSTOR: Jobs for working moms. Class and choice in America https://bit.ly/33PQYfR
 ZeroHedge: Two-thirds of US hotels won’t last 6 more months at current occupancy levels
https://bit.ly/364x0kx nothing new here, still scary though
 FSR: Steakhouse icon Sizzler filed for bankruptcy https://bit.ly/2RRII9A (How is Ground Round still
alive?)
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Charts from The Daily Shot:
It’s been a rough month for stocks.

Let’s take a look at a few reasons for the US market jitters.
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• There are some concerns about lockdowns returning.

Source: @business Read full article

• The rising US dollar is generally not great for risk assets, including equities.

• Potential regulatory action is spooking tech investors.
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Source: Reuters Read full article

• Rising political uncertainty is on the minds of some investors.

Source: Commerzbank Research
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Source: Twitter

This risk is increasingly being priced into the options markets. Here is the VIX futures curve.

the risk of higher taxes ahead is pressuring stocks, boosted by expectations that Democrats could flip
the Senate.
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Source: The Economist Read full article

Source: @PredictIt

Tax increases could be substantial.
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Source: CNBC Read full article

Source: LPL Research

Share buyback activity is running well below the levels we’ve seen in recent years. Companies known for buying their
stock have been underperforming (second chart). (Future tailwind as earnings growth returns?)
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Source: @ISABELNET_SA, @jpmorgan
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Small caps are underperforming again.

Shares of firms known for dividend growth have been more stable.
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TIPs continue to see record inflows, amassing $10.3 billion over the past 3 months.

Source: Arbor Research & Trading

It’s been a challenging month for precious metals.
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Mortgage applications for house purchase remain elevated.
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Homes are selling briskly, with fewer sellers willing to drop prices.

Source: Arbor Research & Trading
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And home price appreciation has rebounded.
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Job postings by wage tier:

Source: @axios Read full article
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The US personal savings rate has been increasing since 2005, and recently surged due to government stimulus.

Source: Deutsche Bank Research
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Global trade is rebounding. (Important chart. I should’ve put this first.)

Source: @WSJ Read full article
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Here is BlackRock’s real-time trade indicator.

Source: BlackRock
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Labor force participation among young US women:

Source: Self Read full article

When reviewing the attached material, it is important to remember that past performance is not
indicative of future results.
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